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Let p and q be distinct primes. The complex Adams conjecture establishes 
a homotopy commutative diagram 

M* — \ B U W 

BSG(P) 

where / is the complex /-homomorphism and , y denotes localization at p. Both 
J and ** are infinite loop maps, and it is natural to ask whether this result is in
finitely deloopable; that is, whether J<ffq = / as infinite loop maps. This is the 
Stable Adams Conjecture. 

We announce here two independent proofs of this conjecture. Details will 
appear in [2] and [6]. 

METHOD 1. Our proof is based upon a "geometric" criterion for pairs of 
maps into the spectrum (BsG)A s (BsG)(p) to be homotopic, where ( )A denotes 
the Bousfield-Kan Z/p-completion functor. We exploit the "galois symmetry" of 
(kU)A [8] to show that JA, JA ° (*^)A satisfy this criterion. 

We impose a Quillen closed model category structure on Segal's T-spaces 
[3], whose weak equivalences are level-wise weak equivalences of spaces. For any 
"suitably oriented, pointed C. W.-like space" X (e.g., X any pointed C. W. complex 
with no orientation specified), we obtain a T-space BsGx arising from distinguish
ed homotopy equivalences of iterated smash products of X with itself. There is a 
natural functor 

$: Ho T-spaces —• HoSpectra 
sending BsGs2 to QÇ$sGs2) = BsG. 

Our basic representability theorem is a description of the functor 
H o m H o r - s p a c e s ( > ^Gx) 

as being isomorphic to the functor sX( ) of "oriented X-structures" over a variable 
T-space as base. For sufficiently nice X (e.g., X = S2), HomHor.spaces( , (J$sGx)*) 
is isomorphic to Z/psX( ) (the theory of "oriented, Z/p-completed X-structures"). 
The critical property of these X-structures is that they admit a functorial principal-
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ization such that the principalization of the universal oriented X-structure nx: 
B(sGx, X) —* BsGx is weakly contractible. 

The complex /-homomorphism J : kU —• BsG is of the form <É>( J: BGL —* 
BsG-2)- Moreover, the oriented S2-structure IT: B(GL, S) —» BGL induced by J 
is algebraic in the sense that it arises from a pair of T-objects of simplicial com
plex algebraic varieties, nc: B(GLC, Sc) —• BGLC. The Z/p-completion of the 
rigid etale homotopy type of rrc, 

n*t: ((B(G£C, Sc))tety - * ((BGLc)tety 

is Z/p-completed S2 -structure equivalent to 7rA. 
A (discontinuous!) automorphism 0: C —> C determines a map of pairs 

Wèt> 0rèt): ^rèt ~~* nreV a n d ^ m a m a P ( ^ 0 * ) : ** """* **• W e c o n c l u d e 

that (0A)*(firA) is equivalent to 7rA, so that JA o 0* is homotopic to JA . In 
particular, if 0: C —• C is any extension of the qth. root map on the Witt vectors 
of the algebraic closure of the prime field Fq9 then 4>(0A) = (**)A. Thus / A ° 
(*P)A is homotopic to / A as maps of spectra. 

The same proof, with notational changes, applies to prove the quaternionic 
analogue of the Stable Adams Conjecture. The proof fails in the real case because 
the algebraic model for the orthogonal groups acts algebraically via the complexe 
fication of the usual action (i.e., On c acts on complex affine w-space and thus 
onS2w). 

METHOD 2. Let p and q be distinct primes. We construct a category with 
"sum", Adq, which by [3, §2], defines a cohomology theory, k%j, . Further, if 
I/ is the category of finite dimensional complex vector spaces and isomorphisms, 
under direct sum, so that k% is complex connective ^-theory, there is a sum pre
serving forgetful functor ƒ: kdq —• t/. Thus, we have an induced map of theories, 
kf : kfy —• k^j. The main step in our proof is 

THEOREM (i) On localizing at p, kf becomes an isomorphism. 
(ii) There is a sum preserving auto functor o of Adq such that, under the 

isomorphism of (i), the p-localization ofk% corresponds to ^q, the Adams opera
tion of p-localized connective K-theory, 

The theorem is proved in [5]. Here is the definition of Ac^. Ob(Adq) = 
Un>0Kn, where Kn is the space of "proper" (in the sense of [7, Definition 4.2]) 
Z/q isomorphisms over Z, 

0: n0<*-~* a*(n) © n' ®N 

where n = Z x C " , n ' = Z x Homz/c?(F, (Cn)*q), F being a 1-dimensional pri
mitive representation of Z/q, N is the regular representation of Z/q, and a: Z —• 
Z sends r to r -f 1. A morphism, a: 0 —• 0, in AcL is an isomorphism over Z, 

a: n —* n, such that (a*(a) ©a'®7V) °e = </>° a®q, where a = Homz/q(V, cPq). 
The sum on AcL is defined as in [4, §1], 
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Define o: kdq —* kdq on objects by o{6)r = ô r + 1 , where 6r = 6\{r} x 
(C1)®**, and on morphisms by o(pt)r = « r + 1 , where ar = a\{r} x C"1. Define 
ƒ: kdq —* 1/ by /(0) = « for 6 E #w, and /(a) = a0 for a G Mor(Ac^). 

Now let Sd be the category whose object space is N and whose morphisms, 
a: n —* n, are proper homotopy equivalences of Rn of degree a power of d. The 
complex /-homomorphism is induced by the functor J: V —• Sx (V h-> dimRF 
on objects). 

Let S(p) be the category with object space N and morphisms the space of 
homotopy equivalences of (standardized) p-local spheres (in the sense of [1]). 
For (d, p) = 1, there is a sum preserving p-localization functor, /: Sd —• S(py 
The p-localized complex /-homomorphism is recoverable from U: [/ —• S(py 

Consider //: Adq —> Sv We have //(0) = Jjo(6) for 6 e Ob(kdq), and 
//(a) = a0, Jjo(a) = ax for a E Mor(Adg). Further, there is a commutative dia
gram 

Cn — ^ - > (Cn)®q —• Cn © Cn' ®N — ^ Cn 

*o «1 

Cw —^—> (Cn)®q -—• Cn © C1' ® N — ^ Cw 

where pr is the projection, and A is the diagonal, A(v) = v®q. Thus, setting 
Aö = pr ° 0O ° A, h = {/ÏÖ} defines a natural transformation between ƒƒ and Jjo 
in Sg. Passing to S(py lh: Uj —• Ujo is a natural transformation which is easily 
seen to preserve sums. This implies that kfy = kfjja: k%d —• &| . The con
jecture is now proved by applying the above theorem. 
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